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Live
In Spring 2019, John
Gilbert Architects
was invited to assist
Assynt Development
Trust with strategy for
Lochinver – one which
made the village a
better place to live, offer
more opportunities for
business and increase
leisure opportunities for
locals and visitors.

The requirement is predominantly for low- cost, smaller
sized homes. The demand is illustrated through the
research undertaken by Highland Small Communities
Housing Trust and anecdotally through this community
consultation exercise.

Work

This short piece of
work aims to provide a
catalyst for considering
the development of
Lochinver and is a basis
for more detailed work.
This work is informed
by wide-ranging
dialogue with the Assynt
community, review of
statutory documents
and underpinned
by work on housing
demand undertaken
by Highland Small
Communities Housing
Trust (HSCHT).

There is demand for new, low-cost housing in
Lochinver. This demand is based on people with
existing connections to the village, many housed in
inappropriate accommodation.

Fishing and tourism provide key industries for
Lochinver. This study considers if there are any
opportunities for reinforcing current business and for
encouraging new business.
The basis for this has come from a review of
stakeholder information (esp Highlands & Islands
Enterprise) and anecdotal information gleaned at the
drop ins.

Play

Assynt Development Trust (ADT) is committed to
developing more community-based facilities and
opportunities for residents.
Based on anecdotal evidence from the community
meetings, together with ADT knowledge of the
Lochinver community needs, this study aims to
highlight areas of future development.
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As part of this work we consulted with people at
the following:
• events on 24 April 2019
• events on 25 April 2019
• events on 26 April 2019
• community council meeting on 30 May
• open events on 31 May 2019
We consulted with 30 people at the April
workshops / events and a further 30 people at the
events in May.
We have also:
• reviewed Highland Council Local Plan
• reviewed outcomes of Highland Small
Communities Housing Trust’s housing survey
• met with the community council
• met with Assynt Foundation
• reviewed the outcome of ADT’s online survey
about ideas and options undertaken between
April and May workshops.
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Options Appraisal
The following sites were the starting point for this study. More detailed information on each site is in the
appendix.
To enable an options appraisal, we gathered ideas and feedback on proposals for each site, see table opposite.
From these ideas we formulated a series of options, see the following pages.
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Site

Proposal

A

Hotel
Care home
Event space / festivals

Live

Work

Play

☺

☺
☺

☺

Campsite
B

☺
☺
☺
☺

Arts workshops
Camper van parking / services

C

Industrial workshops
Arts workshops

D

Boat yard operations (discounted)

E

Two houses
Storage

☺

Relocate gas store from G
F

Four houses

GHI

Three houses
Four flats
Storage

☺
☺
☺

Potential self-build plots (3?)

The Glebe

Potentially eight houses

Culag Industrial
Estate

Potentially ten houses

☺

Culag Gardens

Three houses

☺

Pier

Improvements / viewpoint

Mixed

Mixed

☺

Mixed
Mixed

☺

☺
☺
☺
☺

☹
☹

☺

☺
☺
☺

Potential for Culag Woods office

Mixed

Mixed

Parking
LV01

Community
support
Mixed

Mixed

☺

☺
☺

☺
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Option 1

This is a minimal intervention option, addressing some of the housing and community needs on a small
number of sites.

B
F

Site B
This site was identified for multi-purpose
community use that could offer a range of flexible
spaces to accommodate the skiff club & small
scale workshops & creative spaces for locals. There
are a number of mechanisms that ADT could use
to secure and run this site for the benefit of the
community.

Site F
The proposal for this site is to create four new
two-bedroom houses with gardens and parking.
The site is owned by Highland Council. Key risks are
around contamination and dismantling the tanks.
The houses could be built and managed by ADT on
a social rent basis.

Signage
A number of consultees mentioned the signage
around Lochinver as an issue.ADT could be the
facilitators for funding and a revised signage /
branding strategy in partnership with Highland
Council.
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Option 2

This option proposes significant intervention looking more widely across the village and suggesting
work by other organisations than solely ADT. There is concern that local businesses do not have sufficient space and this has led to looking at what uses are suitable for the quarry.

B
F
A
GHI

C

Site A
Proposal to form a temporary event space in this
area. ADT or partners would be the instigators in
this with the aim to increase the spring / autumn
events and visitors.
Site B
As Option 1.

Site C
As part of a debate around industrial uses all
moving to the harbour area in the long term,
we suggest additional workshop capacity is best
accommodated in the quarry. We anticipate
Highland Council or its partners would deliver this
development work.
Signage
As Option 1

Site F
As Option 1
Site GHI
The coach house is hemmed in with chaotic
parking and access. By removing the sheds to
the east, there is an opportunity to provide new
houses, formalised parking and a new garden
space for all of the flats. Possible new locations
for the gas canisters on site are highlighted in
yellow.
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Option 3

This is blue sky thinking option, considering how to meet the various needs and desires articulated at the
community events, by stakeholders and through the various studies that have been commissioned.

B

E

Culag
Gardens

F

A
GHI

C
Coach House
Apartment
Building
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Site A
This prominent site has a beautiful view to the
north and west. There is capacity for either a sizable, prestigious hotel, care home or other similar
facility. There are a number of technical challenges
on the site which require this level of investment
to resolve. Both ideas would make a significant
difference to employment prospects in Lochinver .
Site B
This site was identified for either community use
(such as a boat / skiff club) or for small- scale
workshops. There are a number of mechanisms
that ADT could use to secure and run this site for
the benefit of the community.
Site C
As part of a debate around industrial uses all
moving to the harbour area in the long term,
we suggest additional workshop capacity is best
accommodated in the quarry. In addition, moving
the uses currently occupying the Culag Industrial
Estate will open up opportunities for the village,
putting the connection between the leisure
centre, mission and Culag Woods at the heart of
the village. We anticipate Highland Council or its
partners would deliver this development work.
Site E
If this shed is redundant, there is capacity on this
site for two new homes with associated parking
and garden area. The houses could be built and
managed by ADT on a social rent basis.

Site F
The proposal for this site is to create four new
two-bedroom houses with gardens and parking.
The site is owned by Highland Council. Key risks are
around contamination and dismantling the tanks.
The houses could be built and managed by ADT on
a social rent basis.
Site G, H, I
The coach house is hemmed in with chaotic parking
and access. By removing the sheds to the east,
there is an opportunity to provide new houses,
formalised parking and a new garden space for all
of the flats.
Culag Industrial Estate
If the uses on this site were to be relocated, there
is an opportunity to redefine the pedestrian access
to the leisure centre, tourist information, Culag
Woods and mission. This site could hold a number
of houses and potentially offices for local bodies
with associate landscape, paths and parking. This
has the opportunity to reduce pressure on parking
around the mission and coach house.
Culag Gardens
The square in Culag Gardens could be completed
with three additional new houses.
Viewpoint
The summit of the Culag rock should have a view to
Suilven. A staircase and handrails could make a new
attraction for visitors, particularly at sunset.

Impact: Live
HSCHT identifies existing demand for 56 new
households. It also identifies the existing need by
existing businesses for eight new houses with a
further 14 required by 2024.
This proposal shows 22 new homes. It is
anticipated that these could be facilitated by ADT.
For the purposes of this report, it is anticipated
they will be on a social rented basis offered to
people with a demonstrable link to the Lochinver
and Assynt area.
Impact: Work
Culag Industrial Estate is 2,000m2 in area including
buildings, parking and storage. ADT understands
other areas within the harbour are required to
be left clear for harbour operations (site D for
example). The quarry could accommodate around
4,000m2.
The hotel / care home would need to be a major
investment by Highland Council.
Impact: Play
Better access to Culag Woods, use of arts / boat
space at the harbour and a better environment
around the mission area benefits residents and
visitors. The viewpoint, breakwater, easier route
to tourist information and potentially more visible
amenities at the entrance to Culag Woods may
help visitors walk more, stay a bit longer and
create more sustainable tourism industry.
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B
E

Core Sites
Based on the feedback
from the options, the
survey work undertaken
by ADT, the housing needs
survey and development
since the first series of
workshops, we propose
the following core sites are
developed further.

F
GHI
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Site B: Harbour
Proposal: boat club / workshop space
There is demand for low-cost space to house a
boat club near the harbour / slipway and also
demand for small, low cost artist workshop space.
Site B is close to the slipway and has open space
for preparing / working / maintaining boats.

Using modified shipping containers, this
proposal seeks to test the market for the core
activities and provide an adaptable model
capable of adjustment to meet demand, over
time.

Artists’ workshops have been discussed at most
meetings, the idea is for low-cost, robust space
which could be used for making and selling space.
The site is seen as being on the tourist route to
the breakwater and close to the tourist office (at
the leisure centre).

A roof forms a sheltered sitting out space and
cladding can help ground the proposal.
The proposal could also form a good entrance to
Billy’s Path and Culag Woods.
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Site F: Tanks Sites
Proposal: four houses
This site is in the centre of the village, its currently disused but needs
decontaminating.
The site is capable of accommodating four family houses with gardens and
parking.
The houses are arranged to minimise overlooking and to face south.
Utilities are contained within the surrounding roads, connection to the main
sewer system is available adjacent to the site.
We are proposing the houses are designed to Passivhaus standard to minimise
fuel bills and carbon emissions.
The proposal discussed at the charrette was to make these available through
Assynt Development Trust at social rent rates but with a local connection
criteria.
This site could be progressed quickly with appropriate funding and legal
support.
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Site G: East of Coach House
Proposal: three houses
This site is currently occupied by a gas cylinder, storage sheds and hard-standing. The proposal is to relocate the gas tanks and remove the sheds. In the space
created there is the opportunity to put three family houses (without overlooking the current houses), create a new communal garden for Culag Gardens and to
create 14 formalised car parking spaces for the residents and visitors.
This proposal improves the outlook for the existing residents, assists in sorting out the car parking in the area together with addressing the established housing
demand in Lochinver.
Utilities are contained within the surrounding roads, connection to the main sewer system is available adjacent to the site. There is potential to move the gas
cylinder storage to site E or another agreed location, to enable this development. It is proposed the houses are designed to Passivhaus standard to minimise fuel
bills and carbon emissions.
The proposal discussed at the charrette was to make these available through Assynt Development Trust at social rent rates but with a local connection criteria.
This site could be progressed quickly with appropriate funding and legal support.
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Site E: Metal Unit Site
Proposal: two houses
The site at Culag Gardens is currently a storage shed. It may be that the
shed is redundant and could be demolished to allow for infill housing on this
brownfield site.
The houses would form an end to the terrace with the chandler and complete
the street adjacent to the mission. The outlook would be over the games field.
Two family houses with gardens and parking can fit on this site. Utilities are
contained within the surrounding roads, connection to the main sewer system
is available adjacent to the site.
It may be that this site is used as storage for gas cylinders (currently housed
on site G) to enable site G to be developed. We are proposing the houses are
designed to Passivhaus standard to minimise fuel bills and carbon emissions.
The proposal discussed at the charrette was to make these available through
Assynt Development Trust at social rent rates but with a local connection
criteria.
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Site: The Glebe
Proposal: housing
Discussions on this site have taken place with
Assynt Foundation and Assynt Development Trust
with the aim of formulating a joint project. The
proposal would be ten family houses, potentially a
mountain bike track and paths to the loch. It may
be that in time, this site could also accommodate
a number of motor home pitches.
The site is greenfield with poor ground conditions.
To minimise infrastructure costs and impact on
the landscape we have shown the housing tucked
into two hollows adjacent to the road.

Water management will be important and the
sketch above shows a large SUDs pond to enable
this management. Utilities / sewerage etc needs
further detailed investigation.
We’ve shown 6 x two-bed houses and 4x three-bed
houses in this layout. We are proposing the houses
are designed to Passivhaus standard to minimise
fuel bills and carbon emissions. The proposal
discussed at the charrette was to make these
available through Assynt Development Trust at
social rent rates but with a local connection criteria.
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Site: The Glebe
Continued.
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6 x 2 Bed Houses
to Passivhaus standard.
Timber / render / metal roof
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4 x 3 Bed Houses
to Passivhaus standard.
Timber / render / metal roof
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Action Plan
Progress Site F

Progress Site G

Progress Site B

Site F is redundant, has the least constraints on it
and could be progressed first. It could be proposed
in tandem with site G, if the land acquisition can
be completed in tandem.

If the ownership can be resolved and could be
progressed early. This could be developed in
tandem with Site F which may reduce costs for the
individual homes.

This can be progressed as one of the first sites,
potentially could be leased or purchased from
current owner.

• Appoint advisors including architect, engineer
and quantity surveyor
• Undertake site investigation and confirm
contamination and remediation strategy. Engineer
to advise.
• Prepare specific, architect-led feasibility study
including detailed engineering work required and
cost plan
• Land acquisition and funding
• Consider specialist enabling package of work to
remove tanks and contamination
• Planning application could be Spring 2020
• Building warrant and tender (could be on a
design and build basis to fix costs)
• Could start on site late 2020.

• Appoint advisors including architect, engineer
and quantity surveyor
• Agree new home for gas cylinders
• Undertake site investigation and confirm
contamination and remediation strategy. Engineer
to advise.
• Prepare specific, architect-led feasibility study
including detailed engineering work required and
cost plan
• Land acquisition and funding
• Move gas cylinders to new home with consent of
all parties
• Planning application could be Spring 2020
• Building warrant and tender (could be on a design
and build basis to fix costs)
• Could start on site late 2020.

‘Your Buildings, Your Future’ publication by
Development Trusts Association Scotland / John
Gilbert Architects gives more detailed guidance.

‘Your Buildings, Your Future’ publication by
Development Trusts Association Scotland / John
Gilbert Architects gives more detailed guidance.

• Prepare specific, architect-led feasibility study
including site investigation, detailed engineering
work required, design work and cost plan.
• Land acquisition and funding
• Planning application could be early 2020
• Building warrant
• Tender to a carefully selected list of suppliers
who can create bespoke units and deliver to
Lochinver as a comprehensive package
• Could start on site mid-2020 and be open by
Christmas 2020.
‘Your Buildings, Your Future’ publication by
Development Trusts Association Scotland / John
Gilbert Architects gives more detailed guidance.
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The Glebe
The work on the Glebe site will potentially take
longer the the other sites listed above. In order
to get to a stage where funding can be allocated,
the feasibility work needs to commence. There
are other issues which will require additional time
such as funding and governance.
• Appoint advisors including architect, engineer
and quantity surveyor
• Undertake site investigation and confirm
foundation strategy and SUDs / drainage strategy.
Engineer to advise.
• Prepare specific, architect-led feasibility study
including detailed engineering work required and
cost plan
• Land acquisition and funding
• Enabling work, if required, to deliver
development platform for the project
• Planning application could be Summer 2020
• Building warrant and tender (could be on a
design and build basis to fix costs)
• Could start on site early 2021.
‘Your Buildings, Your Future’ publication by
Development Trusts Association Scotland / John
Gilbert Architects gives more detailed guidance.
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